Abstract: Structures of parallel programs are usually modeled by task graphs in the scheduling literature. Such graphs are sometimes obtained while compiling the parallel programs. In many other cases, however, they can be determined only at run time. In this paper, we consider the scheduling of parallel computations whose task graphs are generated at run time. We analyze the case where the task graph has a random out-tree structure. When the number of o spring of a task has geometric distribution with a parameter which is decreasing and convex in the level, or the generation, then the breadth rst policy stochastically minimizes the makespan. If, however, this parameter is increasing and concave, then the depth rst policy stochastically minimizes the makespan. 
Introduction
Scheduling of parallel computations has been receiving increasing interest for more than two decades. Researchers from both the communities of parallel computing and of combinatorial optimization have obtained a number of results on the complexity of the problems and optimal solutions. The reader is referred to the books 1, 3] for the recent development in the eld.
In this paper, we are interested in a scheduling problem in multiprocessor systems with identical parallel processors. The number of available processors can vary in time, so that we have a variable pro le. Parallel programs running in the system are composed of sets of (sequential) tasks. The structure of a parallel program is represented by a task graph G = (V; E), where vertices in V represent tasks, and arcs in E the precedence constraints between tasks. The scheduling problem is to assign tasks to parallel processors in such a way that the makespan (or schedule length) of a parallel program, i.e. the completion time of all the tasks of the program, is minimized. At any time, a processor can execute at most one task and a task can be run on at most one processor.
Much literature exists on scheduling of parallel programs with known deterministic structure. The interested reader is referred to 9] and 3] for surveys. In particular, the results on scheduling with variable pro le and precedence constraints can be found in 10, 11] and the references therein.
However, in many applications such as branch-and-bound algorithms, structures of programs cannot be obtained in advance. Thus, o -line or static scheduling algorithms no longer apply. Instead, one has to use on-line or dynamic scheduling algorithms to deal with the dynamic structure of parallel programs, see 2] and 8] for discussions and references therein. A theoretical work was presented in 7] for the scheduling of dynamic binary trees on a ring of processors. Asymptotic optimality results were obtained when the number of tasks goes to in nity.
In this paper, we analyze the case where the dynamic structure of parallel programs is an out-tree. A parallel program starts with a single task. When a task nishes execution, it creates several other tasks, referred to as o spring. The numbers of o spring of tasks, which are possibly zero, are random variables. The running times of the tasks are constant with unit execution time (UET). The parallel program is completed if all its tasks have nished execution.
The computational model can be considered as an extension of that of 7] . However, we shall not take into account the interprocessor communication times when we analyze scheduling solutions. A similar computational model was considered in 13] in the framework of load balancing where jobs are represented by random out-trees and are to be assigned to di erent processors. Such a model was also used in the framework of performance evaluation of parallel computations see e.g. 5, 12] .
Since the numbers of o spring of tasks are random variables, the resulting task graph of a parallel program is also random, even if the tasks are UET. Thus, for any schedule, the makespan of the task graph is a random variable too.
We present two optimal scheduling policies which stochastically minimize the makespan under speci c statistical assumptions about the random graph. More precisely we show that when the number of o spring of a task has a geometric distribution with a parameter which is decreasing and convex in the level (or the generation), then the breadth rst (BF) policy, also called highest-level rst (HLF) or earliest-generation rst (EGF), stochastically minimizes the makespan. When this parameter is increasing and concave, then the depth rst (DF) policy, also called lowest-level rst (LLF) or latest-generation rst (LGF), stochastically minimizes the makespan.
In what follows, we rst describe the problem in detail in section 2. We then state the results and provide the proofs in section 3. Concluding remarks are made in section 4.
Problem Description and Notation
The initial task of a parallel program is said to be of generation 0. The multiprocessor system is composed of identical processors. The number of processors available, referred to as pro le, for the execution of the parallel program varies in time. We assume that the pro le varies only at integer time instants. These pro le change epochs are arbitrarily random variables and are assumed to be independent of the random variables of the numbers of o spring of the tasks.
The running times of the tasks are constant with unit execution time (UET). Since the number of o spring of tasks are random variables, the resulting task graph G of a parallel program is also random, even if the pro le is constant.
In this paper we consider dynamic, or on-line schedules, where all scheduling decisions are made with partial knowledge of the task graph. More precisely, the scheduler only knows the currently enabled tasks (those without un nished predecessors) as well as their generations. The number of o spring of any task is unknown until it is nished.
INRIA
No preemptive schedule is allowed so that once a processor starts execution of a task, it has to nish the execution before dealing with another task. Since the pro le change occurs only at integer time instants, and the schedules are nonpreemptive, all schedules make decisions at integer time instants as well.
The following list schedules, referred to as breadth rst (BF) and depth rst (DF) denoted by and , respectively, will be of particular interest. The BF policy can also be called highest-level rst or earliest-generation rst policies, and the DF policy called lowest-level rst or latest-generation rst policies.
At any time, schedule BF (resp. DF) arranges waiting tasks in a list in the increasing (resp. decreasing) order of their generations, with the task of the earliest (resp. latest) generation at the head of the list. As soon as a processor is available, the task at the head of the list is assigned to it. When new tasks are created, they are inserted in the list according to their generations. The execution of the program is nished when the list becomes empty.
Let M (G) be the makespan obtained by a nonpreemptive schedule on program G. Again, M (G) is a random variable.
We will prove that when the parameter q i is decreasing and convex (resp. increasing and concave) in i, schedule BF (resp. DF) stochastically minimizes the makespan of a program for any arbitrary pro le within the class of nonpreemptive schedules.
In order to prove the optimality of schedules of BF and DF, we need to use stochastic orders to compare random variables.
Let IR + = 0; 1). Random variable X 2 IR + is said to be stochastically smaller than Y 2 IR + , denoted X st Y , if for all x 2 IR + , P(X > x) P(Y > x). Stochastic dominance st implies dominance of moments: if X st Y , then for all n = 1; 2; : : :, E X n ] E Y n ].
The following result is due to Strassen 14] .
Lemma 1 Two random variables X and Y satisfy X st Y if and only if there exist two random variablesX andŶ de ned on a common probability space such that X = stX , Y = stŶ , andX Ŷ almost surely (a.s.).
Optimal Schedules for UET Tasks
We rst consider the optimality of the BF schedule. Theorem 2 Assume that q i 1=2 for all i 2 IN + and that q i is decreasing and convex in i. Then schedule BF stochastically minimizes the makespan of the random task graph G within the class of nonpreemptive schedules, i.e., for any nonpreemptive schedule ,
Proof. Let the pro le be arbitrarily xed. Consider an arbitrary schedule for this pro le. If makes BF decisions all the time, then clearly M (G) = st M (G), so that the result trivially holds. Assume di ers from . Then, at some time, assigns a task, say task v, of generation j to an available processor, whereas there is a task, say task u, of generation i, i < j, waiting for execution.
Consider task graph G. Let h 0 (resp. k 0) be the number of o spring of u (resp. v) in G.
Let l = min(h; k), m = max(h; k) and n = m ? l. Denote Construct a new task graph G 0 as follows. G 0 is identical to G except for the subtrees whose roots are u and v. If h k then u (resp. v) has k (resp. h) o spring in G 0 , denoted by u 1 ; ; u l and w 1 ; ; w n (resp. denoted by v 1 ; ; v l ), see Figure 1 . If h > k, see Figure 2 , then, with probability p (see the de nition below), u (resp. v) has k (resp. h) o spring in G 0 , denoted by u 1 ; ; u l (resp. denoted by v 1 ; ; v l and w 1 ; ; w n ), and with probability 1 ? p, u (resp. v) has h (resp. k) o spring in G 0 , denoted by u 1 ; ; u l and w 1 ; ; w n (resp. denoted by v 1 ; ; v l ). The subtrees with roots u 1 ; ; u l , v 1 ; ; v l and w 1 ; ; w n are identical in G and G 0 . The probability p is de ned by
For the example in Figures 1 and 2 
We will show that the graph G 0 has the same distribution as G. Let where we used the fact that q's are bounded by 1/2 in the last inequality. Therefore, the quantity p de ned by (1) Let C be the event of the forest rooted by vertices w 1 ; : : : ; w n , where there are in total T generations, and for 1 r 1 n, w r 1 has s 1;r 1 o spring, and for 1 r 2 s 1;r 1 , w r 1 ;r 2 has s 2;r 1 ;r 2 o spring, etc. More generally, for 1 t T, vertex w r 1 ;:::;rt has s t;r 1 ;:::;rt o spring, denoted w r 1 ;:::;rt;1 ; ; w r 1 ;:::;rt;st;r 1 ;:::;r t . Let S t = P r 1 ;:::;rt s t;r 1 ;:::;rt , and S 0 = n. We rst compute the probability distribution of C for graph G, denoted as P(C). Under the assumption that the numbers of successors of tasks are mutually independent random variables, P(C) has a product-form expression. For example, in = q j+1 ( q j+1 q 3 j+1 )( q j+1 q j+1 ) q 3 j+2 ( q j+2 q j+2 ) q j+3 = q 3 j+1 q 4 j+1 q 4 j+2 q j+2 q j+3 ; and in Figure Thus, the probability distributions P 0 and P are the same.
INRIA
In the case that u has larger number of o spring in G 0 , we have (4) Thus, again, the probability distributions P 0 and P are the same.
We now de ne a new schedule on graph G 0 as follows. Schedule is identical to except for the two subtrees with roots u and v. Schedule interchanges the assignment decisions of for u and v, i.e., when assigns v (resp. u) to an available processor, assigns u (resp. v) to the processor. The assignment decisions for the vertices of subtrees with roots w 1 ; ; w n are kept the same under as under . For each pair of vertices (u r ; v r ), 1 r l, if u r is assigned to a processor no later than v r under , then follows the same assignments. If, however, u r is assigned to a processor strictly later than v r under , then interchanges the assignment decisions of for these two vertices, and we construct new subtrees with roots u r and v r , in a similar way as we do for the pair of vertices (u; v).
One can check that this new schedule is a feasible schedule in the sense that a vertex is assigned to a processor only after its predecessor is nished. Moreover, it is easily seen that
Note that this new schedule is possibly an idling schedule due to the fact the w-tasks are enabled earlier. Thus, we can have a nonidling schedule 0 by removing some idle periods in so that the makespan is decreased. One can easily see that 0 has less non-BF decisions than . An inductive argument yields
In a similar way, we can show the optimality of the DF schedule. Theorem 3 Assume that q i 1=2 for all i 2 IN + and that q i is increasing and concave in i. Then schedule DF stochastically minimizes the makespan of the random task graph G within the class of nonpreemptive schedules, i.e., for any nonpreemptive schedule ,
Proof. The proof is similar to the previous one. We shall only sketch the arguments.
Again, let the pro le be arbitrarily xed. Consider an arbitrary schedule for this pro le. Assume di ers from . Then, at some time, assigns a task, say task u, of generation i to an available processor, whereas there is a task, say task v, of generation j, j > i, waiting for execution.
Consider task graph G. We use the same notation as in the proof of Theorem 2: h 0 (resp. k 0) is the number of o spring of u (resp. v) in G, and l = min(h; k), m = max(h; k) and n = m?l. By mimicking the previous proof one can show that the graph G 0 has the same distribution as G.
The remaining proof is analogous to that of Theorem 2 and is omitted.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper we have shown that for parallel computations represented as random out trees, the breadth rst (resp. depth rst) policy is optimal within the class of dynamic nonpreemptive schedules for the stochastic minimization of the makespan when the numbers of o spring of tasks are geometrically distributed with the parameters being decreasing and convex (resp. increasing and concave).
Moreover, in contrast to the static scheduling, our result holds for any arbitrary variable pro le. Indeed, it is well-known that the minimization of the makespan of UET tasks with tree structure is NP-hard under general pro le. The interested reader is referred to Garey et al. 6 ] who actually proved the NP-completeness of P(t) decreasing j p i = 1; intree j C max (so is P(t) increasing j p i = 1; outtree j C max ), where the decreasing pro le refers to the case where the number of available processors is decreasing in time. However, as we assumed the geometric distributions of the numbers of o spring, the resulting outtree has a particular structure which is related to the class of uniformoutforests introduced in 4].
When preemption is allowed, our result can be extended to the case where task running times are random variables with an exponential distribution. The static-graph version of the problem has been investigated in 4].
Although the work presented in the paper can be considered as one of the rst theoretical results on the makespan minimization of parallel computations with dynamic precedence constraints, the computational model used here is quite restrictive. We need to extend the model in order to deal with more realistic problems.
Another future research direction is the on-line scheduling of random task graphs with interprocessor communications. Interesting asymptotic results were obtained in 7] for binary trees when processors connected by a ring. For the same architecture but more general structure of out-trees, heuristics were evaluated empirically in 8].
